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Abstract

Environmental disasters increasingly displace people without much notice worldwide. The
massive growth in sharing economy has unlocked a new source of short-term housing supply
for the displaced people. In this paper, I quantify the welfare impacts of home sharing on the
short-term displacement in the context of wildfire evacuations for one of the world’s largest
home-sharing markets - the Los Angeles area. I develop and estimate a structural model of the
home-sharing market under informational asymmetry on customer type (refugee versus regular
traveler), which highlights two welfare channels, namely the increased choice set of housing as
well as the altruistic sharing by hosts. I find that the displacement loss amounts to at least
31% of the property damages by wildfire. Airbnb can reduce this welfare loss by 52%, with
a quarter of mitigation contributed by supplier generosity. I show that altruistic sharing is
mostly conducted by hosts who are more well-off as indicated by the value of demographics and
home characteristics. I also estimate the welfare spillovers of free riding by regular travelers. I
recommend that a platform targeting on displaced people can improve the efficiency and equity
of mitigation gains.
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1 Introduction

There have been significant increases in the short-term displacement over the past decade (The

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 2022). We often think of most displacement being

induced by civil conflict and outbreak of pandemics, yet forced displacement by extreme weather

and natural disasters has been on the rise worldwide, some of which being attributed as a direct

result of the acceleration of climate change (Missirian and Schlenker 2017). The onset of these

disasters is impossible to predict for individuals and hence the ability to plan ahead is limited. In

the immediate aftermath of a disaster, considerable stress is placed on transportation infrastructure

and sheltering. There is generally a lack of public resources available from traditional sectors to

adequately accommodate all displaced populations. For instance, the Southern California Wildfires

in 2017 displaced 300,000 people for evacuation, while there were only 100,000 hotel rooms in nearby

cities (Ronchi et al. 2021).

Facilitated by the development of cost-reducing technologies, online marketplaces have popular-

ized a previously rare activity, namely peer-to-peer transaction, which enables individual providers

to offer their underutilized resources to strangers in exchange for compensation. Home-sharing

platforms such as Airbnb, VRBO and HomeAway in particular, have greatly improved the capacity

and supply flexibility of the market for short-term accommodations (Barron et al. 2021). Anec-

dotal evidence suggests that this channel sometimes unleashes human generosity during moments

of emergency. For instance, Airbnb has initiated a so-called “Open Homes Program” to motivate

discounted or free homes being offered to victims after disasters

In this paper, I quantify the welfare loss of temporary displacement by a type of natural disaster

(wildfire), and explore how the peer-to-peer production of short-term accommodations mitigates

the losses for the displaced. The analysis is focused on the response of the prominent home-sharing

platform, Airbnb, to the evacuation incidents prompted by wildfires for one of the world’s largest

home-sharing markets – the Los Angeles area. I highlight two welfare channels operating through

Airbnb. First, the effect from an increased set of accommodation choices due to Airbnb can benefit

all customers, particularly through the variety of housing options and the lower price relative to

hotels. Second, some peer hosts display altruistic behavior, by raising supply and setting price to

be lower than usual, to further assist displaced households.
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In order to test the hypothesis on the existence of altruistic sharing, I first present a set of styl-

ized facts on the response of Airbnb market outcomes during wildfire incidents. Based on an event

study framework using the evacuation issuance as treatment, I find a supply expansion immediately

following wildfire in both extensive margin (new rooms/homes) and intensive margin (rooms pre-

viously listed being made available), which combine to 4% of the size of Airbnb customers. There

is systematic heterogeneity in the pricing between the entries of both margins and the incumbents,

which cannot be predicted by housing characteristics alone. Relative to the incumbents, the new

openings are superior in terms of property size and quality, are expected to operate for a shorter

period, and are priced significantly lower on days immediately after the wildfire. Together with

a host of anecdotal evidence on altruistic behaviors, these facts provide evidence in support of a

mechanism of altruistic sharing at play when a wildfire evacuation is in place.

To rationalize these facts and to quantify the welfare impacts of Airbnb, I then construct and

estimate a structural model of the home-sharing market, where housing services are provided by

heterogeneous hosts, and are demanded differentially by regular travelers and evacuees. The model

incorporates three key innovations. First, as the customer type is not observed in the data, I

develop a mixed Poisson model to microfound the arrival processes for different agents, which gets

identified by the nature of evacuation. Second, due to the fact that the Airbnb market is mostly

uncleared with excessive supply, it is unable to trace out the supply coefficients using the market

equilibrium condition. Instead, I take advantage of the observations on the supply-side information

from data, namely the price offered and the opening status for each listing. Finally, by assuming

a rich set of interacted parameters, the model captures the heterogeneity in the home-sharing cost

and the altruism across residents in different demographic groups.

The construction of the Airbnb demand is shouldered on the literature of differentiated products

with constrained capacity (Huang 2022) and residential sorting models (McFadden 1978; Bayer et

al. 2007). I model the demand as a discrete choice problem over accommodation decisions defined

by neighborhood and housing type. Other than differential price elasticities and housing tastes

between disaster evacuees and travelers, the model also allows for heterogeneity in the horizontal

preference over wildfire and smoke exposure. To address the price endogeneity, I propose two novel

instruments. The first relies on the fact that manually adjusting price night-by-night is costly

for resident hosts, thus the lack of temporal variation in price can somehow reflect the cost of
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price adjustment. The second follows the standard BLP instrument on the characteristic space of

competitors (Berry and Haile 2014). By averaging the individual-level time-invariant features to

each neighborhood, the panel variations over time provide identifying variations on the change of

market composition driven by the entry and exit.

I model the Airbnb supply of local residents as a discrete choice problem based on Calder-Wang

(2021), where each resident makes a choice on whether and how to share her home at the prevailing

price. The decision involves a trade-off between the price offered and the cost of providing such

housing service. Motivated by the evidence of altruistic sharing, I incorporate a component on

the additional benefit from home-sharing on disaster incidents. To estimate the coefficients in the

presence of excessive supply, I leverage the high-frequency observations on the supply side of each

listing, which contain the offered price and opening status for both occupied and unoccupied units.

I employ an innovative adaptation of BLP methods (Berry et al. 1995; 2004) to the estimation

of a heterogeneous supply system, where agents are local residents and products are home-sharing

choices. I also exploit the individual-level data from the American Community Survey to obtain a

full vector of demographic characteristics on neighborhood level. The location of each Airbnb listing

together with the cross-sectional variations in neighborhood demographics, allow me to estimate

the distribution of home-sharing cost and altruism by demographic features including income,

education, family structure and homeownership. To address the price endogeneity, I exploit the

correlation in demand shocks among different cities of California, and the lagged effect of disaster

exposure on customer arrival through its impact on reservation.

To recover the model primitives, I use the transaction data spanning between September 2014

and October 2016 for the Los Angeles Airbnb market, which has experienced numerous significant

incidents of wildfire evacuation. The model estimates allow me to evaluate the welfare losses from

short-term displacements, as well as the aggregate and distributional impacts of Airbnb on the

mitigation. I conduct a counterfactual analysis to measure how the welfare consequences would

change in the absence of altruistic sharing, in the absence of home-sharing market, or if the customer

type is fully observable to altruistic hosts. There are four primary findings.

First, there are large welfare losses of short-term displacement from disaster evacuation. In the

absence of home-sharing accommodations, an average displaced household would lose a minimum

of $232 per day from no longer holding the option of staying in their home, which equates to $89
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per capita. A small set of displaced families suffers a much heavier loss, at a magnitude of $1000 per

day. Aggregating over all affected households, I find the displacement losses are at least equivalent

to 31% of the property damages directly related to wildfire in California.

Second, I find the option of Airbnb accommodation reduces the displacement losses by more

than a half, and the altruistic sharing contributes by roughly 25% of the mitigation effect. Favored

by a failure to distinguish apart displaced households, there exists a widespread free riding of

regular travelers over altruistic hosts. I find the welfare gains from altruistic sharing are of similar

scale between evacuees and travelers, implying a substantial loss of efficiency due to free riders.

Third, the altruistic behavior comes exclusively from a subset of residents who are in relatively

high socioeconomic status, featuring the high-income, the well-educated, families with children, and

homeowners. The altruistic hosts suffer a loss of $28 per day on average due to their generosity,

as otherwise they would increase price by 5% and reduce supply by 2%. Due to free riders, non-

altruistic hosts also lose from spillovers of generosity, at a comparable magnitude as the direct

loss for altruistic hosts. This implies a failure in not only efficiency but equity of the mitigation

consequences.

Finally, I suggest that the free riding and the induced spillovers result from a failure to tar-

get displaced households. If one introduced a matching mechanism between altruistic hosts and

displaced families, for example by home ZIP code, regular travelers would face a price increase of

4% and a supply expansion of 10% over the status quo. As a direct consequence, the generosity

losses for non-altruistic hosts would be cancelled out, so would the gains from altruistic sharing for

regular travelers. I find this would also slightly reduce the losses for altruistic hosts, and further

increase the displacement mitigation gains.

For policy-making, this paper highlights three fundamental reasons as to why the peer produc-

tion facilitated by digital innovation has a particular role to play on displacement mitigation. First,

peer-to-peer marketplaces can make the previously underutilized resources held by local residents

available online. These products, despite not being a perfect substitute for commercial facilities

offered by companies, are valued to some customers because of increased variety and relatively

lower price. The home-sharing products are particularly valuable to displaced households, who

typically hold a higher price elasticity and demand places that feature more home-style to cater for

their entire family. Second, the traditional hospitality industry, primarily constituted by hotels, is
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technically constrained by a fixed inventory over a short term. This can result in a price increase

and a failure to handle all arrivals during periods of peak demands, such as in the immediate

aftermath of large-scale evacuation. Home-sharing production, instead, is rather flexible and can

expand at exactly these emergencies, thus improving the consumer surplus for all and in particular

displaced people. Finally, the sharing economy enables the production from a wide distribution

of peers, which also includes those who are keen on altruistic engagement. This demonstrates

a market tool for emergency relief through human generosity. Contrary to what typical policy

prescriptions on disaster relief purport, the welfare implications through generous sharing neither

involve price compression nor anticipate financial assistance. With a policy correction based on

information disclosure, the generosity through peer-to-peer production can further demonstrate

efficiency improvement and equity gain without intervention of policy makers.

Related Literature

This paper seeks to contribute to existing literature in three main ways. To the best of my knowl-

edge, this paper is the first to construct a model of peer production in the presence of supplier

altruism, and evaluate the economic impacts of platform marketplace during emergency incidents.

In carrying out the study, I contribute to the growing empirical literature on the sharing economy,

such as Einav et al. (2016) for peer-to-peer production in general, Cohen et al. (2016) for Uber,

Kroft and Pope (2014) and Seamans and Zhu (2014) for Craigslist, and Aguiar and Waldfogel

(2018) for Spotify. The structural modeling in this paper enriches the growing body of reduced-

form studies on the economic impacts of home-sharing platforms from various angles, including

Zervas et al. (2017) on the hotel industry, Barron et al. (2021) and Horn and Merante (2017) on

the rental market, and Koster et al. (2018), Valentin (2021), and Garcia-López et al. (2020) on

the housing market. This paper in particular complements the few existing studies that adopt

structural modelling to explore the impact of Airbnb. Farronato and Fradkin (2022) examines the

welfare consequences of the peer entry through Airbnb on the accommodation industry, highlighting

the differential supply elasticities of resident hosts as opposed to incumbent hotels. Calder-Wang

(2021) examines the impacts of Airbnb on the rental market through housing reallocation to quan-

tify the welfare consequences on renters over the long term. Almagro and Domınguez-Iino (2019)
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estimates the externality of home-sharing on the endogenous neighborhood amenities, leveraging

the substantial growth of Airbnb in Amsterdam. While they carry out a welfare analysis of Airbnb

from different aspects, this paper is the first to examine the role of peer production on emergency

incidents in the presence of supplier altruism.

The second main contribution of the paper is the first empirical estimate on the welfare loss

of short-term displacement by natural disaster and the discussion of policy making on its mitiga-

tion. Ideal disaster management cycle consists of three stages for alleviation, namely preparedness,

response and recovery (Council et al. 2007; Dari-Mattiacci and Faure 2015). Existing literature

on disaster mitigation are particularly ignorant over the immediate aftermath of disaster. One the

one hand, there are rich studies on the disaster precautions on risk management and resilience

made ex ante, such as Wagner (2022) and Bradt et al. (2021) for increasing the take-up of disaster

insurance, Boustan et al. (2012), Bakkensen and Ma (2020), and Bernstein et al. (2020) for the

relocating residents away from disaster-prone areas, and Kocornik-Mina et al. (2020) and Mulder

(2021) for improving the information on disaster predictions and recurring damages. On the other

hand, researchers have extensively discussed the policy making of disaster recoveries drawing on a

rather long term ex post, such as Deryugina (2017), Baylis and Boomhower (2019), and Liao and

Kousky (2022) for the utilization of government aid to assist the affected populations, McCaughey

et al. (2018) and Mach et al. (2019) for the reconstruction of physical property damaged by disas-

ter, and Taylor and Druckenmiller (2022) and Karwowski (2022) for the enhancement of land use

and zoning regulations. This paper departs from existing literature by posing an emphasis on the

general character of relief actions in the immediate aftermath of a disaster, and examining the role

of peer-to-peer production in the accommodation of disaster evacuations. In doing so, I propose the

peer production and generosity enabled by platform marketplaces as a market-based prescription

for disaster mitigation.

Finally, I contribute to the nascent stream of literature on the policy design among peer-to-peer

marketplaces. Pan and Wang (2021) and Huang (2022) document the lack of price variation on

Airbnb and attribute the frictions to menu costs and platform interface design. Brown and MacKay

(2021) discuss the adaption of pricing algorithm on online retailers. Other than the pricing rules,

Belleflamme and Peitz (2020) theoretically explore a set of non-pricing decisions including the setup

of consumer ratings, recommendation systems, search rankings, price transparency, information
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accuracy and certification systems. Empirically, Jia et al. (2021) highlights the role of cancellation

policy in the presence of platform competition within the home-sharing industry, Hui et al. (2022)

demonstrates the effect of quality standard using the replacement of the “Power Seller” badge with

a more stringent “Top Rated Seller” badge on Ebay, and Lee et al. (2015) points out the effect of

host reputation on the pricing decision of Airbnb. My work complements the above by shedding

some light on the price discrimination and information asymmetry on platform marketplaces. In

doing so, I also examine the efficiency and equity gains from the introduction of matching between

altruistic suppliers and suffering customers. The findings suggest that some sort of third-degree

discrimination, such as information disclosure based on home address, can improve the social welfare

of platform companies on emergency responses.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the background, intro-

duces the data and documents stylized facts. Section 3 presents the structural model. Section 4

discusses the estimation results. Section 5 presents counterfactual simulations and implications.

Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background, Data, and Stylized Facts

In this section, I describe background of Airbnb and wildfire evacuation, discuss primary data

sources, and document stylized facts to motivate the structured model in the next section.

2.1 Background

There has been an increasing number of devastating wildfire in U.S., which has pushed many

residents into challenging evacuation or displacement situations. California, in particular, has

experienced more than 11 catastrophic wildfires that prompted an evacuation of 10,000 or more

households in 2017-2019 (Wong et al. 2020). Wildfire evacuation is designed to safeguard all

households possibly in danger. In practice, a mandatory order is sent to all homes immediately

threatened by the flames, and a warning is imposed to all homes possibly threatened or under high-

risk circumstances. As utilities usually turn off power in places with possible ignition to reduce

further risks of flames, even more homes are affected by a power outage and might choose to flee

away temporarily for power access.
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These evacuations have placed considerable stress on public resources and infrastructure, par-

ticularly for the need of sheltering. People who have the means to do so generally seek shelter

at the homes of friends or relatives, followed by hotels and other commercial facilities, rendering

public shelters a refuge of last resort (Lindell et al. 2018). A survey on wildfire evacuation suggests

that more than half of evacuees do not hold the option to stay with families or friends (Wong et

al. 2020). Due to limited space of public shelters, the majority of evacuees have to pay to shelter at

the short-term rental facilities, such as hotels (Wong et al. 2022). Meanwhile, evacuation-induced

costs remain largely under-insured and under-reimbursed. Federal assistance for evacuation reim-

bursement only applies to presidential declared disasters, and evacuees can seldom seek assistance

from local agencies. 1 As the last resort, while many home insurances include some sort of coverage

for “additional living expenses” induced by natural disaster, it is generally advised to hold off filing

a claim just for evacuation-related expenses, as they are mostly not large enough to justify the

permanent increase in the insurance premium.

Home-sharing platforms have created a novel market for a previously rare transaction - the

short-term rental of housing units supplied by residents directly to strangers. Among various

platform companies, Airbnb, as founded in 2008 and having experienced a rapid growth over a

decade, has become one of the dominant marketplaces in the U.S., accounting for over 90% of the

total market revenue of the home-sharing industry. Los Angeles is the largest city of Airbnb market

in California. More than 70,000 Airbnb listings have ever experienced an active transaction during

2014-2016, representing 1.6% of all housing units. As Figure 1 shows, the average level of Airbnb

activity masks an extensive geographic heterogeneity across neighborhoods.

Implied by its name, the sharing economy is built on the idea of collaborative consumption,

breeding trust, generosity and compassion among people. In 2012, inspired by altruistic hosts

who requested permission to welcome people free-of-charge during the Hurricane Sandy, Airbnb

has launched the “Open Homes Program” to facilitate free accommodation during emergencies.

This platform-wise support of temporary stays for people in crisis has been formalized after the

foundation of Airbnb.org in 2020. 2 Starting the outbreak of COVID-19, Airbnb has proposed a
1 Of the 81 wildfire in California that have received governor declaration since 2015, only 16 have received a pres-

idential declaration. Local emergency agencies generally lack public resources to adequately evacuate all popula-
tions in danger.

2 In 2020, Airbnb’s Open Homes program has turned into Airbnb.org, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit.
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global initiative on the “Frontline Stays Program” to provide free and subsidized stays for health

care professionals and relief workers. Instead of helping hosts defray all costs, the platform actually

stimulates generosity by waiving service fees and partnering people in need up with willing hosts

under emergency incidents. 3 The recurring generosity of hosts has facilitated a reputation system

among hosts, as the non-profit organization Airbnb.org has granted a supporter badge to hosts who

have offered free or discounted stays to people under emergency. 4

2.2 Data

2.2.1 Airbnb Transaction

Data on the full sample of Airbnb transactions are obtained from a third-party data vendor,

AirDNA, which has scraped Airbnb.com comprehensively at a daily basis since 2014. For each

listing, the data consist of key characteristics including listing type (entire home, private room, or

shared room), the number of bedrooms, the number of bathrooms, along with other information

related with Airbnb policies. The data allow for mapping each property to its corresponding neigh-

borhood based on the longitude and latitude information. 5 Figure C2 displays the distribution of

Airbnb listings over geography based on the property type.

An important feature of the data is the high-frequency panel at the daily level. The data

contains the date on which a listing first comes available and the date of its last appearance, which

can speak on the operation status. For each listing and every day of operation, the data allow for

an observation on whether it is opened for booking, the offered price, whether a reservation has

occurred, and if so when the booking has been made. I eliminate listings requiring a minimum stay

of above 7 days, to limit to listings designed for short-term staying. I also reclassify the listing type

as to combine “private room” and “shared room” into a single category, “shared place”. As hosts

may set their rates prohibitively high in lieu of blocking off the calendar, I redefine an opening with

a daily price above $1000 as unavailable.

Dynamic patterns exist in the Airbnb market, as Figure C3 suggests. The Airbnb demand
3 Airbnb hosts don’t have to offer their properties for free, but will still have all fees waived by Airbnb.
4 Though Airbnb shares community members with Airbnb.org, the Airbnb.org is an independent organization with

a different board of directors.
5 Airbnb adds a small perturbation to ensure privacy. The perturbation, up to 500 feet in distance, is unlikely to

cause any measurement error in the neighborhood mapping.
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depicts a strong seasonality within a year, with peak demand happening in July and August while

trough season between September and before New Year’s Eve. In contrast, the price remains rather

stable without seasonal trend. The capacity of Airbnb has more than quadrupled over the research

period. In comparison, the growth of hotel room capacity has been less than 1% over the same

period. 6 Interestingly, the market-clearing condition does not hold for the Airbnb market, as the

occupied units are far less than the available units opened for reservation. Table C1 summarizes the

statistics for the Airbnb transactions and property features over the research period. An average

Airbnb listing charges $155 per night, opens 71% of the time and experiences an occupancy rate

at 26%, which is very different from hotel rooms that are on average priced at $220 per night,

open throughout the entire year, and get occupied by 67%. The standard deviations suggest great

variations of listings on Airbnb. The distribution of price is highly skewed to the left with a

long right tail (top panel of Figure C4), indicating the broad availability of low-priced properties.

Additionally, although an average listing expects customers to book 30 days ahead of arrival, “short

booking” within 10 days is generally available for a significant share of listings (bottom panel of

Figure C4). These patterns indicate that Airbnb does not only differ from hotels in terms of average

price and housing quality, but also in the variety of market compositions and the extent to which

market conditions evolve over time.

2.2.2 Wildfire, Smoke and Evacuation Order

The wildfire data come from U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). As one of the most precise and

comprehensive wildfire observations, the data are created by merging and dissolving fire information

from 12 different original fire observation sources. 7 The data contain all fires in the US and consist

of timeline of each fire, including ignition date, controlled date and containment date. I limit to

fires that were sourced within a driving distance (300 km) from Los Angeles.

The smoke data come from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Hazard

Mapping System (HMS). HMS collects imaginary information from seven NOAA and NASA satel-

lites at an hourly basis, to perform automation and digitization of smoke plumes. 8. The data
6 The hotel metrics come from Smith Travel Research (STR) Trend Reports and Farronato and Fradkin (2022)
7 The data sources well cover a variety of observations such as satellite imageries, GPS points, and state and fed-

eral wildfire registries. The merged data is further corrected by an internal check based on topographic maps to
eliminate duplicate boundaries.

8 Smoke detection is done with visible-band imagery and is occasionally assisted by infrared to distinguish between
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consist of geo-referenced shapes of all smoke plumes on a daily basis, with an estimate on the

smoke-plume concentration categorized into three levels: 5µg/m3, 16µg/m3, and 27µg/m3. I limit

to plumes of 27µg/m3 density, as to remove the anthropogenic haze plumes mistakenly assigned as

low-density smoke plumes and to better locate the source of fire. 9

Smoke plumes data enable me to measure the smoke exposure for each property without pre-

dicting a smoke transport model. As a downside, technically, the smoke plumes are not paired with

their fire sources. I connect each fire with its induced smoke, by constructing a spatial overlay of

the fire’s polygons with smoke plumes that happen between the ignition date and the containment

date of the fire. 10 As Figure C5 displays, while some fires are small in scale in geography, they

have nevertheless generated significant smoke plumes that travel long distances.

When officials of the fire agency have determined the locations to be evacuated in response

to a wildfire, formal documents will be published to guide law enforcement agencies for executing

the evacuation order. As an example, Figure C6 shows an evacuation warning for the Soberanes

Fire issued on July 31, 2016. The document clearly states the fire name, the time of issuance,

jurisdictions or locations under effect, and the level of enforcement (evacuation order or warning).
11 I manually collect and digitize all wildfire evacuation documents to construct the full history of

wildfire evacuation over the research period. Furthermore, the geo-referenced locations of evacu-

ation zones allow me to obtain the demographic information of evacuated populations, using the

Population Density Grid data from NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC).

Hereafter, I do not distinguish between evacuation order and evacuation warning, and incor-

porate both in the analysis. Figure 2 plots the location of fires that happened within a driving

distance (300km) from Los Angeles and prompted an evacuation over the research period. 90 wild-

clouds and smoke when possible (Ruminski et al. 2006; Rolph et al. 2009). Geostationary GOES imagery, with
its frequent refresh rate (typically every 15 minutes for each spacecraft), is used almost exclusively for smoke de-
tection, although on rare occasions polar orbiting satellite imagery is used.

9 As smoke can sometimes be transported to areas with anthropogenic haze pollution and then mix with and be-
come indistinguishable from the anthropogenic haze pollution. Smoke and anthropogentic haze cannot be distin-
guished nor directed because no information about the vertical location or extent of smoke plumes is provided.
Smoke plumes of varying concentrations are often nested as higher density plumes happening within lower density
plume, implying smoke transportation.

10 I limit to high-density plumes as to eliminate smoke that transported over a long distance with a faded density
and coincided to overlay with the fire of interest. A potential concern with the pairing is that it does not enable
to separate smoke from fires that happened within a small geographical range. This is unlikely to be an issue
here as a treatment event is defined as a day of fire instead of a fire, as discussed later in Section 2.3.

11 When an evacuation order is relaxed, a similar document will be published to the law enforcement agency and
onto social media platforms (e.g. twitter).
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fire events occurring in 22 days have led to evacuation, and none of them occurred within the Los

Angeles metropolitan area. As the question of interest is the response in Airbnb market when an

evacuation becomes active, I combine evacuation orders that have been issued on the same day or

on close days (< 3 days). Figure 3 summarizes the timing and magnitude of the 15 evacuation

events over the research period. On average, the number of population forced to evacuate is more

than 10 times of the populations directly affected by the flames. More summary statistics of these

evacuations are provided in Table C2.

2.3 Stylized Facts

I begin with presenting evidence on the supply expansion of Airbnb in response to wildfire evac-

uation, then comparing the characteristics of the new listings relative to the incumbents. I show

that these facts are consistent with the hypothesis of the existence of altruistic sharing. Techni-

cally, Airbnb hosts make two stages of decision on supply: whether to become a host and make

their housing service appear online, and whether to make their listing opened for reservation on a

given day. I define them as the extensive margin and intensive margin of supply respectively, and

document their response separately.

2.3.1 Extensive Margin of Supply

I develop a event study framework to compare the number of Airbnb hosts across neighborhoods

(PUMA) with different evacuation timing and fire intensity:

ln(# Hostnt) =
7∑

τ=−7
βτ Posttτ + α′Xnt + αt + αn + ϵnt

The dependent variable is the log transformation of the number of Airbnb hosts in PUMA

n for day t. The main regressor is a set of dummy variables together capturing an event time

frame starting from 7 days before the evacuation issuance and extending to 7 days after. The

variable Posttτ is an indicator of the τ -th day after the evacuation issuance. The model includes a

vector of controls, Xnt, which contains the acreage of evacuation zone and the number of evacuated

population. The model also includes PUMA fixed effects αn to control for time-invariant features

on neighborhood level, and a set of time controls αt, including year-month, day-of-week and holiday
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fixed effects, to control for the general trends in the market composition on Airbnb.

In Panel A of Figure 4, each coefficient corresponds to a day relative to the evacuation issuance

and estimates the response in the extensive margin of supply. These coefficients trace out an

immediate response in the number of Airbnb hosts equivalent as 0.5% of the size of incumbents,

a peak of 0.8% increase at 5 days after the evacuation, and a subsequent decline back to the pre-

disaster level after 7 days. The responses are more pronounced for the shared places, slightly less

intense but still significant for the entire units. This suggests that wildfire evacuation leads to an

expansion of Airbnb supply by favoring the entry of all types of listings. To see that the increasing

entry is not caused by the demand surge and market power, I re-estimate the event study framework

using the public holiday events. If market power plays as a decisive determinant, we would see a

similar supply expansion following demand shocks of holidays. As Panel A of of Figure C7 shows,

in contrast, the number of Airbnb hosts has seen an imprecise drop after a public holiday. This

suggests that the expansion in the extensive supply after wildfire evacuation is not driven by the

market power or demand surge.

2.3.2 Intensive Margin of Supply

Next, I document the response in the intensive margin of Airbnb supply measured by the probability

of opening for reservation. Similarly, I exploit a event study framework under a logistic linkage, to

capture the response to a wildfire evacuation:

Pr(Open)it =
7∑

τ=−7
βτ Posttτ + α′Xit + αt + αi + ϵnt

where, similarly, the main regressor is a set of dummy variables together capturing an event

time frame starting from 7 days before extending to 7 days after a wildfire evacuation. The main

dependent variable is the indicator for opening of listing i on day t, transformed by a logistic

model. The vector of controls, Xit, is on listing by day level. Aside from controlling the acreage

and the number of households under evacuation zone, it further contains the property characteristics

including the number of bedrooms, the number of bathrooms, the rating score, and the cancellation

policy. Other than the full set of time fixed effects αt, I also include the zip code by listing type

fixed effects, denoted by αi, to control for time-invariant features based on property type.
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In Panel B of Figure 4, coefficients report the marginal effect at the mean (MEM) on the

intensive margin of supply. I find the average opening probability increases immediately after

the issuance of evacuation, peaking at 0.3% at 4 days after, and staying high relative to the

pre-evacuation level over the following week. Both entire and sharing units experience a rising

probability for opening, while the responses for the sharing units are slightly larger in percentage

magnitude. Similarly, as a placebo test, I find the demand shocks of public holidays instead

cause a pre-trend reduction in the opening probability as 0.8% of the pre-holiday level, and a

slightly recovering post-trend that is not as much to make up for the pre-trend reduction. These

contradictions suggest that the expansion in the intensive supply following a wildfire evacuation is

not a result of the demand surge by evacuees’ arrival.

2.3.3 Comparison of New and Incumbent Listings

Knowing that an evacuation can lead to supply expansions in both extensive and intensive margin,

I then explore the differences between the new openings that become available only after a wildfire

evacuation order, relative to the incumbents. I utilize a event study framework to compare the

characteristics with different evacuation timing between the new and incumbent listings:

Yit =
7∑

τ=−7
β1,τ Posttτ · I(Old)i +

7∑
τ=0

Posttτ · β2,τ I(New)i + α′Xit + αt + αi + ϵnt

where the main regressor is a set of dummies together capturing an event time frame starting

from 7 days before to 7 days after for the incumbents, and from the day of issuance to 7 days

afterwards for the new openings. I define the incumbent properties as those that have been ever

available since one month before the evacuation. The vector of controls, Xit, includes the same set

of property characteristics as the previous model. Still, the model includes a full set of time fixed

effects αt and zip code by listing type fixed effects αi.

The set of dependent variable captures four property patterns of interest: the property size

measured by the number of bedrooms, the property quality measured by the rating score, the

time length of operation, along with the price. The first three patterns are rather stable at the

property level. The results are shown in Figure 5. For the incumbent listings, I find that the

three time-invariant patterns do not respond to an evacuation, indicating a stable composition of
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the incumbents during disaster moments. In comparison, the new openings have higher number

of bedrooms, have slightly higher rating score, and are expected to operate for a significantly

shorter period. In the bottom-right panel, I find the price of the new openings are significantly

lower than the incumbents, after controlling for all relevant property features and location fixed

effects. Combining all the facts suggests that the new openings are of larger size, better quality, but

are priced substantially lower than the incumbents, and they are likely intended only for disaster

accommodation instead of long-term operation. This provides motivating facts for the existence of

altruistic sharing, which are more pronounced among the new entries.

2.3.4 Anecdotal Evidence of Altruistic Sharing

Airbnb has reported to make more than 100,000 free or discounted stays available to people in crises,

including asylum seekers, essential workers on the frontlines of global pandemic, and evacuees fleeing

catastrophic natural disasters around the world. Starting the platform-wise facilitation of altruistic

sharing after the “Open Home Program” in 2012, there has been numerous anecdotal evidence of

benevolent offering for emergency.

In the aftermath of the Superstorm Sandy, the original Open Homes host first opened her doors

in Brooklyn to displaced families. A family that opened for free stays after Hurricane Matthew

stated their affective empathy as: “The fact that you get to meet great people that you would never

have met if it wasn’t for the terrible circumstances is the good side of any tragedy”. After the Camp

Fire in California, many hosts in nearby communities signed up to provide temporary housing for

displaced people at lower price. A first-time host recalled her mixed emotions as “I was anxious,

because I’d never offered up a home to a stranger. Before I answered the door, I thought, ‘I hope

I’m doing the right thing...’ But when I opened the door and saw [the evacuee], I knew in a second

that I was absolutely doing the right thing.” After the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, many

hosts around the world opened up their doors to offer stays for COVID-19 responders. A family in

Potland has hosted five frontline workers for a total of 59 free nights, and stated their intention for

sharing as “I feel really grateful that we had an opportunity to feel like we were part of trying to

make things better... It was such a hard time, you felt like you wanted to do something, and you

just didn’t know what to do.” The responders may have no place to stay otherwise, as a nurse in
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British Columbia “was feeling increasingly desperate and was considering living in her car... [she]

can’t thank [her] host enough for inviting [her] to use their fantastic house that is well-stocked,

safe, and quiet.”

3 Structural Model

This section introduces the structural model, which consists of three parts: (1) arrival of customers

of different types, (2) customer demand for Airbnb housing, and (3) supply decision on home sharing

by resident hosts. The purpose of structural modelling is to back up the arrival parameters, demand

primitives and residents’ opportunity costs for home sharing, which forms as the basis for market

simulation under counterfactual circumstances.

The model features a random utility framework on the demand and supply system of the Airbnb

market based on Calder-Wang (2021) and Huang (2022), with two key innovations. First, I take

advantage of the nature of evacuation to identify the customer arrivals of different types. This

allows me to separate out regular visitors and evacuees from the aggregate data observed. Second,

I incorporate “altruistic sharing” by allowing the opportunity costs for home sharing to vary by

evacuation status, which enables to easily transform the primitives for altruism to monetary value.

3.1 Arrival of Customers by Type

I begin with developing a mixture of Poisson arrival model to separate out the arrival of customers by

type, namely regular travelers and evacuees. The necessity for modelling the arrival process stems

from the Nondiscrimination policy on Airbnb, which results in a failure to distinguish between

travelers and evacuees from the aggregate data observed. 12

Two types of customers, denoted k = 1 for regular travelers and k = 2 for evacuees, arrive at

the Los Angeles Airbnb market. Customer i of type k looks for an Airbnb housing for day t. Her

possibility for booking at day τ ≤ t follows a Poisson process at parameter λk
tτ . 13 Thanks to

the addictivity of Poisson process, the number of customers of type k for day t, denoted as Mk
t ,

follows a Poisson process of parameter λk
t =

∑
τ≤t λk

tτ . The aggregate number of customers for day
12 Nondiscrimination policy of Airbnb: https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/2867/nondiscrimination-policy
13 In practice, how far a customer can book in advance depends on how far the host sets in the calendar. Airbnb

allows hosts to set up the calendar up to 2 years in advance, so τ ≥ t − 730.
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t, denoted as Mt, also follows a Poisson process with the parameter as the sum of parameters for

travelers and evacuees, λ1
t + λ2

t .

I assume the arrival parameter of regular travelers depends on the wildfire exposure (the share of

residents exposed to fire), smoke exposure (the share of residents exposed to smoke), the indicator

for public holiday, the day-of-week and month fixed effects, and a quadratic time trend, under an

exponential linkage:

λ1
t = exp(γ1X1

t + u1
t ) , where X1

t = [Firet, Smoket, Holidayt, DOWt, Montht, t, t2]

I assume evacuees would only arrive if there is an evacuation in place. In other words, on days

without an active evacuation, all customers on Airbnb are regular travelers. Given a day under

evacuation, I assume the arrival rate of evacuees depends on the number of evacuated households,

the demographics of evacuees, including the share of white, black, Hispanic, Asian, female-headed,

young, and elderly evacuees, as well as the wildfire exposure, the smoke exposure, the indicator for

public holiday, and the day-of-week fixed effects. Specifically:

λ2
t = Et exp(γ2X2

t + u2
t ) , where X2

t = [#HHt, Demogt, Firet, Smoket, Holidayt, DOWt]

and Et is the indicator for active evacuation order on day t.

3.2 Customer Demand for Airbnb

I model the demand system as a random utility framework based on McFadden (1978), Bayer

et al. (2007), and Huang (2022). There are two types of customers, regular traveler and evacuees,

with heterogeneous preferences over short-term accommodations. Each costumer faces a discrete

choice problem over Airbnb housing decision defined by neighborhood and property type, which is

generated from a re-categorization: Upscale (entire place with more than 2 bedrooms), Midscale

(entire place with 1 bedroom), and Shared. In total, this results in 261 housing choices in the Los

Angeles Airbnb market.

Two types of customers, denoted k = 1 for regular travelers and k = 2 for evacuees, arrive at

the Los Angeles Airbnb market. Customer i of type k looks for a housing on Airbnb and chooses
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among neighborhoods n ∈ N and property type h ∈ {Upscale, Midscale, Shared}, with the choice

variable denoted as j = (n, h). Her utility for housing choice j is

uD
ijt = βD

i Xjt + ξD
jt + ϵD

ijt

where the superscript D indicates parameters pertaining to customer demand. Xjt controls for

property features and neighborhood attributes, including the housing price, the property type, the

fire exposure, the smoke exposure, and the time-invariant features captured by the neighborhood

fixed effects. I also control for a set of time variables, including the indicator for public holiday,

the day-of-week and month fixed effects, and a quadratic time trend. ξD
jt captures the unobserved

demand shocks such as temporary local events, which could be correlated with price. ϵD
ijt is assumed

to be a Type-1 extreme value error term.

The taste parameters βD
i are determined in a flexible way based on customer type, reflecting

the heterogeneous preference between travelers and evacuees. I parameterize βD
i as the sum of

three components: a linear coefficient common to all customers, a heterogeneous component that

is specific to evacuees, and a random component capturing unobserved preference shocks:

βD
i = βD

0︸︷︷︸
linear coefficient

+ BD · I{k=2}︸ ︷︷ ︸
evacuee specific

+ ΩD · ωD
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

random part

where ΩD is the variance covariance matrix of the random component, and ωD
i is the vector of

error term which is assumed to follow an i.i.d. normal distribution.

The outside choice of not staying on Airbnb is normalized as uD
i0t = 0. With this structure, the

demand for housing j on day t is obtained by integrating the individual choice over all customers

Djt =
∫

i
I{uD

it,j>uD
it,−j}dP (ϵD

ijt)dP (k)

where P (k) is the empirical composition of customers of type k, between evacuees and travelers. 14

14 Different from the most literature on demand system estimation, the customer composition is not observed from
data. Hence, I will need to simulate the customer sizes Mk

t from the previous subsection.
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3.3 Airbnb Supply from Resident Host

An important distinction of home-sharing platforms from traditional commercial facilities is the

option for residents to host strangers at their homes. Under this spirit, I model the supply of

Airbnb as a discrete choice problem on home sharing, where each resident decides whether and how

to share her home at the prevailing market price. Her trade-off is based on the payment received

from hosting and the perceived opportunity cost from offering her home. The model features a novel

extension of the canonical BLP methods for demand estimation (Berry et al. 1995) to estimating

a heterogeneous supply system.

Residents are differentiated into types k ∈ K by their demographic features, including income,

education, family structure and homeownership. Resident i of type k living in neighborhood n

makes a decision on whether and how to share her home on a given day t, between entire sharing

or partial sharing, denoted as j ∈ {Entire, Partial}. Her utility for home-sharing choice j is

uS
intj = βS

i XS
njt + ξS

njt + ϵS
injt

where the superscript S indicates parameters pertaining to the supply side. XS
njt captures the

benefit and the cost related with home sharing, including three components. First, the monetary

benefit of home-sharing is the income she makes from sharing her home, reflected by the market

prevailing price pntj . Second, providing housing service is accompanied with a cost, such as the

opportunity costs from not being able to stay by herself, the noise made by stayers, and other

hassle related with home sharing. Such cost depends on whether her home is entirely or partially

shared, so it is measured by an indicator for the home-sharing choice j. Finally, to incorporate

the altruistic incentive, I augment the model by an accrued component on the perceived benefit of

home sharing in the presence of wildfire evacuation. Specifically,

XS
njt = ( pnjt︸︷︷︸

Monetary Benefit

, j︸︷︷︸
Home-sharing Cost

, j · I{Et=1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Perceived Benefit from Altruism

)

where Et is a dummy for whether there is an evacuation in place on day t. XS
njt also includes a set

of neighborhood attributes and time variables, such as the fire exposure, the smoke exposure, the

neighborhood fixed effects defined by PUMA, the indicator for public holiday, the day-of-week and
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month fixed effects, and a quadratic time trend.

The model allows for unobserved home-sharing costs, ξS
njt, which could be correlated with the

prevailing price. ϵS
injt captures household-specific idiosyncratic taste shocks for home-sharing and is

assumed to be a Type-1 extreme value error term. The outside option of not sharing is normalized

as uS
int0 = 0. 15

The home-sharing decision depends on how the monetary and altruism benefits are valued

relative to the costs. To capture heterogeneity, I parameterize the taste coefficients βS
i as the sum

of three components: a common component, a heterogeneous component that depends on observed

demographic characteristics, and a random component capturing unobserved heterogeneity:

βS
i = βS︸︷︷︸

common coefficient

+ BS · Di︸ ︷︷ ︸
by demographics

+ ΩS · ωS
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

random part

where Di captures demographic features including income, education, family structure and home-

ownership. ΩS is the variance covariance matrix of the random component, and ωS
i is the error

term drawn from an i.i.d. normal distribution.

4 Estimation

The estimation of the structural model is composed of three steps. First, I estimate the model of

customer arrival using the aggregate data across all neighborhoods. Second, I estimate the demand

using the customer size estimated from the first step. Finally, I estimate the supply using the

high-frequency observations on the opening status of Airbnb listings.

4.1 Estimating Customer Arrival by Type

Recall that the only observation is the aggregate arrival for each day, which needs to be separated

into arrivals of travelers and of evacuees. The main idea of identification is to restrict the evacuees’

arrival only to days with an active evacuation order. This assumption enables to make particular

use of the days in the absence of evacuation, where the aggregate arrivals observed are exclusively
15 Under this assumption, the model incorporates entry and exit as switching between the sharing options and the

outside option.
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from regular travelers. Additionally, because I allow wildfire and smoke exposure to affect both the

arrival of travelers and evacuees, identifying them separately would fail if the evacuation timing

coincides with the occurrence of wildfire or smoke. Therefore, the identification also underlies on

the misalignment in the evacuation timing with the occurrence of wildfire and smoke. This is

justified by the data, as Figure 6 shows. Because not every flame leads to an evacuation formation,

the occurrence of wildfire and smoke is relatively more dispersed over time.

To recover the arrival parameters, I implement the estimation strategy on the mixture of Poisson

regression model from Statistics literature (Land et al. 1996; Wang et al. 2007; Papastamoulis et

al. 2016). 16 The log-likelihood function for the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) is given by

the sum of two components: the log-likelihood function when the random effects are conditionally

fixed, and the penalty of random errors for the conditional log-likelihood. I implement the Expected

Maximum (EM) algorithm to maximize the observed log-likelihood. More details on the algorithm

and the model fit are discussed in Appendix A.

Table 1 presents the arrival parameters. For regular travelers, I find the wildfire exposure of

destination has a pounced yet imprecisely-estimated negative effect on the arrivals, while smoke

exposure can significantly discourage the arrivals at a magnitude of roughly a quarter of the aug-

mented arrival attracted on a public holiday. This is because wildfire is usually concentrated in the

northern hills of Los Angeles, which are far from tourism attractions and business centers, while

smoke is more dispersed over space. For every 1000 households forced to evacuate, approximately

120 of them come to the Los Angeles Airbnb market for sheltering. The arrival rate also varies

by demographics. White and female-headed households are more inclined to evacuate and stay at

Airbnb, while elderly people are less likely to choose Airbnb for sheltering. The fire exposure of

the destination place also strongly discourages the arrival of evacuees.
16 The mixture of Poisson regression modelling usually applies to the circumstance where the count data are

overdispersed, which is naturally satisfied here as the variance of the aggregate arrival far exceeds its mean in
the data.
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4.2 Estimating Demand for Airbnb

Under the assumption of logit error, the probability for customer i of type k on housing choice j is

Pr(j; i ∈ k, δD, BD, ΩD, t) =
exp(δD

jt + µD
ijt)

1 +
∑

j′ exp(δD
j‘t + µD

ij′t)

where δD
jt is the mean utility from housing choice j, and µD

ijtis the heterogeneous utility specific

to customer i. Because the customer type is not observed from the data, I use the estimates

from Section 4.1. Then, the market share for housing choice j on day t can be estimated as the

probability for travelers and evacuees choosing that housing type, weighted by the model fits on

their respective arrival size. I construct a moment condition to match the market shares:

∀j : E
[
Pr(j; δD, BD, ΩD, t)

]
= sD

jt

where the left-hand side is the model prediction based on the fitted value of customer arrivals, and

the right-hand side is the empirical market share implied from the occupancy status from the data.

The model exists an endogeneity issue, as the demand shifters ξjt capture shocks by unobserved

local events that might correlate with price. I instrument the price using two sets of measures that

can shift the supply exogenously. The first instrument leverages the extent of pricing frictions on

Airbnb. As most hosts have to set price manually for each day of opening, there are widespread

intentions for uniform pricing across unrelated nights (Huang 2022). 17 The behavioral costs for

manual pricing causes the prices of consecutive days or days of the same day-of-the-week to be either

persistent or adjusting at the same time. For instance, Figure C8 shows the clustering pattern of

pricing for 20 randomly-drawn listings, and roughly 80% of all listings see no more than 2 unique

price levels every month. Based on this idea, I construct a set of price instruments using the average

price of the same day-of-the-week at the previous month, the one-month lagged price of the same

day, and the average price at the lagged month. The second instrument takes advantage of the

rich space of housing characteristics, and exploits the panel variations driven by the entry and exit

of listings of similar characteristics (Berry et al. 1995; Bayer et al. 2007). Some characteristics

tend to be time-invariant, including the rating score, the cancellation policy, the cleaning fee,
17 Starting November 2015, Airbnb has introduced a smart pricing tool to assist its users to set price automatically.

Over the research period up to October 2016, the majority of hosts has yet chosen to opt in the pricing tool.
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and the security deposit. After averaging them out to the neighborhood level, what remains to

drive the panel variation can only be the evolvement of market composition driven by entry and

exit. Therefore, I construct the instrument by averaging the time-invariant characteristics to the

neighborhood level. I find these instruments strongly predicts the price, with an excluded-variable

F-statistics on the order of 100 with the same control of time and neighborhood fixed effects.

To estimate demand system with 155,744 moment conditions on market share, I cast the problem

as a minimization routine over the GMM objective, applying a nested fixed point algorithm. Table

2 summarizes the demand coefficients of travelers and evacuees. In column (1) and (2), I find the

price coefficient is more negative for evacuees, implying that evacuees are more price elastic to

short-term housing than regular travelers. Column (3) and (4) report the derived willingness to

pay (WTP) for Airbnb accommodation. An average traveler is willing to pay $138, $202, and $97

for a day of staying in Midscale, Upscale and Shared listings respectively. The WTP of evacuees

are generally lower, at $116, $192, and $77 respectively. Evacuees hold lower WTP for two reasons:

there remains an outside choice of public shelter free-of-charge, and they are more price elastic due

to the stringency of budget constraint resulted from other logistical needs by evacuation. I also

find a pronounced disutility from fire exposure for both travelers and evacuees, and smoke exposure

reduces the WTP for Airbnb in a moderate magnitude.

Figure 7 shows the destination of evacuees to the Los Angeles Airbnb market. Evacuees are

disproportionately concentrated over a handful of neighborhoods, featuring low price of staying and

close distance from origins (Figure C9). The majority of neighborhoods are generally not popular

for sheltering, attracting less than 1% of evacuees in aggregate. Moreover, I find evacuees are more

inclined for housing units with larger size. 53.9% of evacuees choose to shelter at a Upscale house,

34.5% of evacuees choose to stay in a Midscale house, and only 11.6% of evacuees choose a shared

place for sheltering. The allocation of housing choice reflects the needs for spatial and private

accommodations during evacuation to cater for the entire family and material possessions. The

destination is also disproportionately distributed over space for each type of housing, as illustrated

in Figure C10.
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4.3 Estimating Home-sharing Supply from Resident Hosts

Although the BLP framework is typically used in demand system estimation, the data on Airbnb

supply make it eligible to adapt it to estimating a random-coefficient supply system. The key

insight is to match the market share of home-sharing decisions implied from the observations on

opening status. Under the assumption of logit error, the probability of resident i in neighborhood

n for home-sharing choice j is

Pr(j; i, δS , BS , ΩS , t, n) =
exp(δS

jnt + µS
ijnt)

1 +
∑

j′ exp(δS
j‘nt + µS

ij′nt)

where δS
jnt is the mean utility of choice j in neighborhood n, and µS

ijntis the heterogeneous part of

the utility specific to resident i. Then, the moment condition is to match the aggregate supply of

home sharing implied from the model estimates with the empirical supply observed in the data.

The cost shifters ξS
jnt capture the unobserved opportunity cost of home-sharing, which could

be correlated with price. For instance, ξS
jnt contains the increased hassle of hosting visitors during

an overnight local event, which remains observable to local hosts and may affect the hosting price.

To tackle with the endogeneity, I construct two sets of instruments based on the demand shifters

of Airbnb. First, I leverage the extent of demand shocks that are common to all Californian cities

and utilize their correlation. Specifically, I construct the average occupancy rate and the average

market price for the same day of the Airbnb market in San Diego and San Francisco 18. Second,

I take advantage of the fact that Airbnb reservation happens 30 days ahead of arrival on average.

Then, the wildfire and smoke exposure of 30 days ago can reduce the customer arrival today by

discouraging reservation. Meanwhile, the 30-day lagged exposure to wildfire and smoke are unlikely

to have an effect on the home-sharing decision today 19. Based on this fact, I use the wildfire and

smoke exposure for each property of 1 month lag as a price instrument 20. I find these instruments
18 After controlling for a set of calendar-related effects, these instruments then exploit the variations in the Airbnb

demand of Los Angeles and San Diego that are idiosyncratic by time, for instance, an extreme weather event in
Southern California that affects both the desirability to visit Los Angeles and San Diego. There is unlikely any
correlation remained in the home-sharing cost between San Diego and Los Angeles after controlling a host of
calendar-related effects, including month, day-of-the-week and holiday fixed effects.

19 After limiting to the sample of listings that remain opened over the research period, the wildfire and smoke
events a month ago are unlikely to affect the cost of home-sharing today. Because all evacuation orders of in-
terest are in place for no more than three weeks, there is little concern for an wildfire evacuation to continue
affecting the home-sharing behaviors of 1 month after the fire.

20 Wildfire and smoke exposure can also have a persistent effect on customer demand as customers can update
their expectation on the disaster risk based on historical information. Therefore, customers may change their
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can strongly predict the prevailing price of Airbnb, with an excluded-variable F statistic on the

order of 100.

To estimate the supply system that involves 132,302 aggregate supply conditions, I cast the

problem as a minimization routine over the GMM objective, applying a nested fixed point algorithm.

Table 3 summarizes willingness to accept (WTA) for home sharing in monetary value as transformed

from the raw coefficients (Table C3). I find the home-sharing cost for an average resident is high, at

$220 per night for entire sharing and $79 for partial sharing. The home-sharing cost varies by the

demographic features of host, which is higher for the high-income, the well-educated, families with

child, and homeowners. In terms of altruism, as column (1) shows, an average host does not obtain

additional utility from home sharing in the presence of evacuation, so she chooses to not provide

altruistic sharing. The additional WTA for home-sharing during evacuation is negative only for

households of high income, with college degree, and with child. This suggests the altruistic sharing

is only provided by hosts in relatively good socioeconomic status. In contrary, households of low

income, without college degree, and without kids would perform in the opposite manner, requiring

a higher WTA for home sharing when there is an active wildfire evacuation.

5 Counterfactuals

Given the estimates, I perform three counterfactual analyse to measure the welfare impacts of

Airbnb. The first removes the welfare gains from altruism. The second terminates the Airbnb

option to estimate its net impact. Finally, I discuss the welfare consequences if there introduces a

perfect pairing for altruistic sharing. Table 4 summarizes the changes in market outcomes under

the three counterfactual worlds relative to the baseline (the status quo).

5.1 Analysis Strategy

5.1.1 No Altruistic Sharing

The first scenario looks at what would happen if the generosity was fully removed. Under this

world, Airbnb hosts would not obtain additional gains or losses from home-sharing in disaster time.

travel plans of the near future according to the disaster exposure information.
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Appendix B.1 describes how the counterfactual equilibrium is computed.

I find that Airbnb price and supply would change in a significant manner if there were no

generosity. The average price would increase by 4.8%, with the prices of entire sharing and partial

sharing increasing by 3.2% and 9.1% respectively. The counterfactual supply would reduce by 1.8%,

which consists of a 18.4% reduction of entire sharing and a 19.5% increase of partial sharing. In

terms of heterogeneity over geography, Figure 8 suggests that neighborhoods that have attracted

more evacuees would see a higher counterfactual price if the altruistic sharing became unavailable
21. This is primarily driven by entire sharing rather than partial sharing (Figure C12), which is

consistent with the dominance of evacuees’ choice on Upscale and Midscale listings.

5.1.2 No Airbnb

To estimate the overall welfare impacts of Airbnb, I perform a counterfactual analysis where Airbnb

were removed. Under this scenario, the option of Airbnb accommodation become no long available

for customers, and the option to host on Airbnb is terminated for resident hosts. This would result

in all agents to lose, and the welfare loss measures the gains that Airbnb brings about under the

baseline. Appendix B.2 describes how the counterfactual equilibrium is computed.

5.1.3 No Free-Riding

Due to a failure to target on evacuees, regular travelers can free ride over the altruistic sharing

offered at a lower price, then non-altruistic hosts are expected to suffer a loss from the reduced

customers. As a result, both altruistic and non-altruistic hosts are exposed to the welfare conse-

quences from altruism. I next explore what would happen if such free-riding were prohibited. This

could be realized by some sort of platform intervention, such as a matching between evacuees and

altruistic hosts, or a disclosure of information on customer home ZIP code.

In this scenario, regular travelers are only hosted by non-altruistic families, and altruistic hosts

can target on evacuees. Therefore, there exist separate pricing levels for evacuees and travelers,

where the price for evacuees is determined by altruistic hosts, and the price for travelers by non-

altruistic hosts. Nor surprisingly, I find the price for travelers would increase by 6.3%, with the
21 These places would also experience more reduction in supply if altruistic sharing were unavailable, as Figure C11

displays
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supply from non-altruistic hosts rising by 11.9%. Meanwhile, the pricing level for evacuees would

reduce by 7.8%, with the supply of altruistic sharing slightly reducing by 0.6%. There are two drivers

for the change in supply made by altruistic hosts. First, the WTP for Airbnb is generally lower

among evacuees, resulting in a reduction of the pricing of altruistic sharing. Second, as altruistic

hosts are less price elastic, their supply would not respond as much as the price reduction. 22

5.2 Displacement Costs

I first calculate the welfare losses from displacement in the absence of Airbnb, which can help speak

on to what extent the home-sharing accommodation mitigates the losses for the displaced people.

Intuitively, households who are forced to flee away their home lose from displacement, measured

by the welfare difference between the displaced status and the home-staying status. Based on

the fact that many evacuated families have an intention to choose a home-style accommodation

for sheltering, I assume that households are indifferent between the home staying and the Airbnb

staying free of charge. 23 Appendix B.4 provides more details on the welfare calculation.

Not surprisingly, displaced people suffer a loss from not having the option of home staying. An

average household loses $231.99 per day from being displaced. In terms of heterogeneity, I find

the distribution of displacement loss features a heavy right tail, suggesting the bulk of losses are

accrued to a concentrated few people (Figure C13). The median loss is $119.8 per day, while the

household at the 95th percentile loses $849.2 per day from displacement.

In 2019, the four major wildfire incidents in California have forced more than 375,000 households

into evacuation (Wong et al. 2020). Integrating over all displaced household amounts the total

welfare loss to $870 million. As the property damage induced by the same wildfire season is

approximately $2.8 billion (Ahrens and Evarts 2021), I find the displacement cost amounts to at

least 31.07% of the direct damage on physical property.
22 The model ignores the behavioral response, as the intention for altruistic sharing might become stronger if the

free-riding is removed.
23 This assumption likely produces a lower bound on the displacement cost, because displaced people may actually

choose a sheltering place inferior to their homes due to tightened budget constraint and high price elasticity.
Moreover, the estimation ignore other logistical costs related with displacement, such as the transportation to
sheltering place and the losses from missed working days. Thus, the estimated cost likely provide a lower bound,
meaning disaster refugees may have shouldered an even larger welfare loss from displacement.
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5.3 Correction of Free Riding

5.3.1 The Status Quo

Although altruistic sharing is intended for disaster refugees, regular travelers can also enjoy the

discounted price and expanded supply offered by generous hosts due to information asymmetry.

I find the welfare gains from altruistic sharing are at a comparable magnitude for evacuees and

regular travelers. An average evacuee gains $29.57 per day from altruistic sharing, while an average

traveler can obtain a surplus of $23.14 per day from free-riding. The distributions of the gains are

also similar between evacuees and travelers, as Figure C14 and C15 show.

Moreover, the non-altruistic hosts, who are likely to be in lower socioeconomic status, also lose

from altruistic sharing due to the free riding of travelers. Figure 9 plots the welfare consequences

from altruistic sharing by demographic groups. Taking the income distribution as an example. Re-

call that only hosts in the top income quartile conduct altruistic sharing, while hosts in the bottom

income quartile rather charge a higher price on disaster incidents. By contrast, although those

who conduct altruistic sharing lose slightly more, almost all hosts suffer from altruistic sharing at a

comparable magnitude regardless of their generosity. Such spillovers exist with other demographic

categories, including education, family structure, and homeownership. This implies a failure in

efficiency and equity, as the welfare consequences from generosity spill over to regular travelers at

a cost of non-altruistic hosts.

5.3.2 Evacuee Targeting

A direct correction is to allow for evacuee targeting, which enables altruistic hosts to distinguish

evacuees apart from other travelers based on some sort of information disclosure, for example by

billing ZIP code. Under this scenario, apparently, regular travelers are no longer able to free ride

over altruistic hosts. I find evacuees would gain more from altruistic sharing, with the average gain

rising from $29.57 to $31.06 per day. There are two drivers from the increase in evacuees’ gains.

First, the counterfactual price is determined by the supply of altruistic hosts and the demand of

disaster evacuees, which would equilibrate at a lower level than the status quo. Second, without

the peer effect of regular travelers, displaced households now hold more housing options offered by
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altruistic hosts. 24

Moreover, the removal of free-riding can provide equity improvement by reducing the spillovers

to non-altruistic hosts. Figure 10 plots the welfare consequences from altruistic sharing by demo-

graphic groups, under the evacuee targeting. As non-altruistic hosts are no longer exposed to the

spillovers, a substantial share of hosts would no longer bear a welfare loss from generosity. As

the top-left panel shows, high-income households suffer significantly more losses than low-income

households, which is consistent with their generosity. Such equity corrections also exist in other

demographic characteristics.

5.4 Summary of Welfare Implications

Table 5 summarizes the welfare consequences of wildfire displacement and Airbnb accommodation,

for evacuees, travelers and resident hosts, under the baseline (Column (1)) and a counterfactual

world where the free riding is eliminated (Column (2)). There are four primary findings.

First of all, I find large welfare losses from displacement in the absence of Airbnb, at $231.99

per day for an average household (Panel A). This equates to a loss at $89.23 per day per capita. As

discussed, the welfare losses are at least equivalent to 31% of the direct property damages caused by

wildfire. Moreover, the displacement losses are not equally distributed among households. As the

confidence interval suggests, a small set of families suffers a much heavier loss from being displaced,

at a magnitude of $1000 per day.

Second, the Airbnb accommodation can substantially mitigate the welfare losses for the dis-

placed (Panel B), reducing 51.8% of the displacement losses on average under the baseline world.

The channel of altruistic sharing contributes by approximately 25% of the mitigation. If the free-

riding of regular visitors is prohibited, the mitigation effect can slightly increases by 1%, and the

contribution of altruistic sharing remains roughly constant. As discussed, the model only captures

the response in price and induced supply, but not the behavioral response in supply as altruistic

hosts become more self-motivated. Therefore, the estimates likely underestimate the contribution

of altruistic sharing under perfect targeting.
24 It is worth-noting that there can also be a behavioral channel of altruistic sharing, which is not captured by the

model estimates. Knowing that regular travelers are not allowed to free ride, altruistic hosts are likely to become
more motivated to perform in a generous manner. Thus, the estimated gains for evacuees likely provide a lower
bound, meaning the removal of free-riding could bring even larger mitigation benefits.
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Third, I find large spillovers of altruistic sharing as a result of free riding (Panel C). The

loss of efficiency can be observed in two perspectives. On the one hand, the spillovers to regular

travelers are comparable to the gains of evacuees ($23.14 relative to $29.57), while eliminating the

free riding can entirely remove such spillovers. On the other hand, the average generosity loss in

the supplier surplus is $23.96 per day, which is not significantly different between altruistic hosts

($27.67) and non-altruistic hosts ($23.41). Meanwhile, correcting the free riding can fully eliminate

the generosity losses for non-altruistic hosts, and slightly reduces the losses for altruistic hosts to

$24.99 per day.

Finally, the existence of Airbnb brings about substantial welfare benefits to all agents involved

on disaster incidents. As Panel D suggests, an average evacuee can gain $120.24 per day from

Airbnb accommodation, and an average travelers enjoys a surplus of $146.17 per day from Airbnb.

Despite the losses from generosity and their spillovers, resident hosts can still gain from the option

of Airbnb supply, on average at $62.76 per day of hosting. Under the scenario with a correction

of free riding, the welfare benefits would become even more pronounced for evacuees ($122.91) and

resident hosts ($67.22), and less significant for regular travelers ($128.05). This suggests an equity

gain from the removal of free riding over altruism.

6 Conclusions

The spread of digital technology has facilitated the peer production in various industries. Despite

heated debates over society and particularly among policy makers, the implications of the sharing

economy on emergency incidents remain largely unknown. This paper explores the role of sharing

sharing in the accommodation of short-term displacement, an essential aspect for disaster relief

that has been rarely discussed. For quantification, I construct a structural model of home-sharing

market, where disaster evacuees and travelers consume housing services offered by local residents.

The model highlights two channels of welfare impacts, the increased choice set and the altruistic

sharing, as the main drivers for the beneficial implications for the displaced.

I first show evidence that wildfire evacuation has led to a supply expansion on Airbnb, where

the new entries are superior in terms of various characteristics, but are priced lower than the

incumbents. This provides an intuition for the mechanism of altruistic sharing at play when a
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disaster action is in place. To rationalize the facts, I build a structural model of Airbnb market with

customers of unobserved types and heterogeneous resident hosts. The estimation draws on rather

advanced tools from the statistical and the empirical industrial organization literature. Unlike

studies on demand system estimation with well-observed customer composition, I microfound the

data generation processes of travelers’ and evacuees’ arrival using a mixed Poisson model, which is

identified from the nature of evacuation. As the Airbnb market departs from most marketplaces

analyzed in equilibrium estimation by featuring an excessive supply, I leverage the high-frequency

observations on the supply side and endogenize the heterogeneous cost of home-sharing across

residents. I further incorporate the altruistic sharing as an additional perceived component to the

home-sharing utility, and estimate how it varies among residents of different social-economic status.

Armed with the estimated model, I explore the welfare impacts of Airbnb on the displaced

people. First, I find substantial losses from being displaced in the absence of Airbnb, at a material

scale as 31% of the direct damages on physical properties. Enabling the home-sharing accommo-

dation can alleviate the losses by more than a half. The primary contributor is the peer effect

as Airbnb provides an increased consumer choice set, which gets strengthened by the variety of

housing options that are usually priced lower than hotels. The contribution from altruistic sharing

is material but smaller in size, amounting to 25% of the mitigation in total. The heterogeneity

allowed in supply estimation suggests the altruistic sharing are more provided by residents featuring

high income, well education, having child, and holding homeownership. However, the failure for

altruistic hosts to target on displaced families leads to spillover effects, making travelers able to

free ride over altruistic sharing. This results in widespread losses for all resident hosts regardless

of self altruism.

The analysis informs a message on the platform design of home-sharing marketplace, particularly

on the rules for price discrimination. I find that enabling a matching between altruistic hosts and

displaced people disaster evacuees by home ZIP code can correct the free riding problem thus

provide an improvement in the welfare consequences. Other than cancelling out the spillovers,

this would generate additional surpluses for altruistic hosts and displaced households. This also

has important equity implications as to form a market-based transfer, from unaffected households

who possess better social economic status, to displaced people who suffer more from the disaster

consequences.
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This paper highlights three fundamental reasons why home-sharing platform has a particular

role to play on displacement relief. First, home-sharing marketplaces allow for better utilizing the

housing resources held by local residents. These housing, despite not being a perfect substitute for

hotel rooms, are valued to some customers because of increased variety and relatively lower price.

The home sharing is particularly valuable to displaced households, who typically hold a higher price

elasticity and demand places that feature more home-style to cater for their entire family. Second,

the hotel sector is technically constrained by a fixed capacity, which cannot be easily expand over a

short time. This can result in a failure to handle with all customers and high prices during periods

of peak demands, such as in the immediate aftermath of large-scale displacement. Home-sharing

production can expand at exactly these times of emergencies, thus improving the consumer surplus

for all and in particular displaced people. Finally, the home-sharing platforms enable the production

from a wide distribution of peers, which also includes those who are keen on altruistic engagement.

This demonstrates a market tool for emergency relief through human generosity. Similar altruistic

behaviors have not been observed in the hotel sector.

The findings also add to our understanding of policy making for displacement mitigation. In

contrast to most studies that focus on disaster destruction over the long term, this paper sheds

more lights on the immediate aftermath of a disaster, which involves temporary displacements of

substantial populations. This poses a critical challenge for policy makers, as it aggregates to a

substantial amount of welfare losses for all displaced populations, yet the loss for each individual

is usually too small to justify compensation. Furthermore, this paper expands the scope of policy

prescriptions for disaster relief to the novel industry of sharing economy. Different from traditional

tools such as government aid, the sharing economy can mitigate the damages in a market-based,

spontaneous, and equitable manner. With policy correction on customer targeting and sharing

incentive, it can further improve the gains of equity for the displacement mitigation.

Although this paper concerns the wildfire evacuation and the home-sharing industry of U.S., the

key findings can be applied more generally to a global context and to other peer-to-peer industries,

such as the ride-sharing sector. It also has policy implications beyond the natural disasters I study

– wildfires – including conflict and climate driven displacement. Displaced households can benefit

from the peer production of scarce resources and services because the entry of peer providers can

improve the flexibility of inventory, enrich the choice set of consumers, increase the competition of
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incumbent industries, and potentially bring in altruistic behaviors. These effects are particularly

strong when existing providers have binding capability constraints, which are likely to be the case,

for example, in developing countries or with the transportation industry. The altruistic channel

would also be pronounced in countries with associated religious believes.

This paper has explored the welfare implications of home sharing on wildfire incidents, with a

focus on the agents directly involved, including evacuees, travelers, and resident hosts. There are

other parties involved in the short-term accommodation market, who may also be also affected by

natural disasters, such as hotels (Farronato and Fradkin 2022). Over the long run, the dynamics

and composition of home-sharing platforms are likely to evolve in response to disaster risks. These

questions provide an enlightening avenue for future work.
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Figure 1: Percentage of Housing Units on Airbnb

Notes: The color displays the share of housing units on Airbnb relative to the total number of housing
units, at the level of Public Use Microdata Area. The number of housing units in total is approximated
from the U.S. Census Grids of 2010 at a resolution of 30 arc-seconds.
Source: AirDNA, SEDAC.
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Figure 2: Wildfire with Evacuation Order/Warning

Notes: The graph shows all fires that have prompted an evacuation and their associated smoke plumes,
within 300km from Los Angeles over the research period. Red polygons represent fire extent, brown
polygons represent smoke plumes.
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Figure 3: Summary of Evacuation and Associated Fire

Notes: The graph plots the date of wildfire evacuation order and warning, and the magnitude of effect
in terms of geographical area and population affected. Red color represents fire, brown color represents
evacuation, bars represent geographical area measured in km2, square points represent population under
effect. The vertical axes are transformed by a log function.
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Figure 4: Event Study Based on Evacuation Issuance

Panel A: Extensive Margin of Supply - Log of the Number of Hosts

Panel B: Intensive Margin of Supply - Probability for Opening

Notes: Top panels show event study regression coefficient on the log of the number of hosts at the PUMA
level, controlling for evacuation acreage, evacuation population, PUMA fixed effects, year-month fixed
effects, day-of-week fixed effects and holiday fixed effects. Bottom panels run a event study logit regression
on the opening dummy at the property level, controlling for the evacuation acreage, the evacuation
population, the full set of property characteristics including the number of bedrooms, the number of
bedrooms, the number of bathrooms, the rating score, and the cancellation policy, as well as the zip
code by listing type fixed effects, year-month fixed effects, day-of-week fixed effects and holiday fixed
effects, and the coefficients reported are the marginal effects at the mean (MEM). Both panels use a
14-days window around the evacuation issuance day (day 0), and controls for the acreage and the number
of households affected by the evacuation zone. Bars show 95% confidence intervals constructed using
standard errors clustered at the PUMA level for Panel A, and at the zip code level for Panel B.
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Figure 5: Property Features of New and Incumbent Listings

Notes: All four panels plot the average outcomes of Airbnb market within a 14-day window around the
evacuation issuance (day 0), controlling for the evacuation acerage, the evacuation population, the full set
of property characteristics (the number of bedrooms, the number of bedrooms, the number of bathrooms,
the rating score, and the cancellation policy) other than the dependent variable of each panel, as well
as the day-of-week fixed effects and the zip code by listing type fixed effects. Dark color reflects new
openings after the evacuation, light color reflects incumbent openings. Top left panel shows the number
of bedrooms., top right panel shows the average rating score, bottom left panel shows the number of
operational days, bottom right panel shows the daily price rate. Bars show the 95% confidence intervals
constructed using standard errors clustered at the zip code level.
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Figure 6: Incidence of Wildfire, Smoke, and Evacuation Order

Notes: The colored bar shows the day with wildfire exposure, with smoke exposure, and with active
evacuation order, in the three panels respectively. Data ranges from 2014-09-01 to 2016-10-01
Source: Evacuation documents.
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Figure 7: Percentage of Evacuees’ Destination on Airbnb

Notes: The share of evacuees’ destination defined as the number of housing units taken by evacuees
relative to the total number of evacuees, at the level of Public Use Microdata Area. The number of
evacuee arrivals is estimated from the mixed Poisson regression model in section 4.1.
Source: model predictions.
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Figure 8: Percentage Change in Airbnb Price if No Altruistic Sharing

Notes: The percentage change in the average market price of Airbnb if the utility gains from altruistic
sharing are removed, at the level of Public Use Microdata Area. Samples are limited to the days with an
evacuation order in place.
Source: model estimate.
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Figure 9: Welfare Loss from Altruistic Sharing, by Demographics

Notes: The panels plot the distribution in the welfare consequences from altruistic sharing, by different
demographic groups. The top-left panel is by income quartiles, the top-right panel is by college degree,
the bottom-left panel is by having child or not, the bottom-right panel is by homeownership. The labeled
numbers indicate the category median. The box in the center indicates roughly the 95% confidence
intervals of the distribution.
Source: model estimates.
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Figure 10: Welfare Loss from Altruistic Sharing if No Free Riding, by Demographics

Notes: The panels plot the distribution in the welfare consequences from altruistic sharing if the free
riding is eliminated, by demographic groups. The top-left panel is by income quartiles, the top-right
panel is by college degree, the bottom-left panel is by having child or not, the bottom-right panel is by
homeownership. The labeled numbers indicate the category median. The box in the center indicates
roughly the 95% confidence interval of the distribution.
Source: model estimates.
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Table 1.
Parameter Estimates for Customer Arrival

Dependent Variable (1) λ (2) # Arrival
Coef. Stn. Err. Coef. Stn. Err.

Panel A. Regular Travelers (Mean = 6479)

Destination Fire Exposure −0.333 (0.645) −2410.918 (4673.921)
Destination Smoke Exposure −0.042∗∗∗ (0.013) −288.077∗∗∗ (95.795)
Holiday = 1 0.179∗∗∗ (0.010) 1002.361∗∗∗ (75.404)

DOW FE Y Y
Year-Month FE Y Y
Quadratic Time Y Y
N 731 731
Log Likelihood 887.966 887.966
Adj. R2 0.958 0.947

Panel B. Evacuees (Mean = 1339)

# Evacuee HHs (×1, 000) 0.075∗∗∗ (0.015) 120.836∗∗∗ (22.156)
White Share (Mean = 0.708) 0.012∗∗∗ (0.003) 126.137∗∗∗ (42.227)
Hispanic Share (Mean = 0.155) 0.032 (0.041) 38.681 (63.444)
Black Share (Mean = 0.018) −0.117 (0.119) −168.136 (182.859)
Asian Share (Mean = 0.044) −0.088 (0.081) −99.435 (124.189)
Female-Headed Share (Mean = 0.012) 1.643∗∗∗ (0.483) 2315.894∗∗∗ (740.229)
Age < 18 Share (Mean = 0.168) −0.075 (0.089) −107.139 (135.747)
Age > 60 Share (Mean = 0.162) −0.222∗∗∗ (0.060) −264.318∗∗∗ (91.455)
Destination Fire Exposure −3.068∗∗∗ (0.714) −3247.659∗∗∗ (1093.556)
Destination Smoke Exposure 0.008 (0.009) 6.816 (14.540)
Holiday = 1 0.087∗∗∗ (0.016) 94.595∗∗∗ (24.676)

DOW FE Y Y
Year-Month FE Y Y
N 170 170
Log Likelihood 887.966 887.966
Adj R2 0.987 0.977

Notes: * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table 2.
Parameter Estimates for the Airbnb Demand

Utility (Instrumented, F-Stat= 128) Willingness To Pay ($)

Common Part Evacuee-specific Travelers Evacuees
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Daily Rate ($) −0.077∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.001)
Compact House 10.586∗∗∗ −0.605∗∗∗ 138.241∗∗∗ 115.691∗∗∗

(0.062) (0.097) (1.177) (1.663)
Luxury House 15.450∗∗∗ 1.101∗∗∗ 201.758∗∗∗ 191.843∗∗∗

(0.117) (0.044) (1.968) (2.186)
Shared House 7.406∗∗∗ −0.803∗∗∗ 96.712∗∗∗ 76.538∗∗∗

(0.042) (0.053) (0.814) (1.022)
Fire = 1 −20.254∗∗∗ −0.813∗∗∗ −264.488∗∗∗ −244.181∗∗∗

(0.115) (0.001) (2.219) (2.487)
Smoke = 1 −3.894∗∗∗ 0.500∗∗∗ −50.845∗∗∗ −39.335∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.074) (0.741) (1.098)

Neighborhood FE Y Y Y Y
DOW FE Y Y Y Y
Holiday FE Y Y Y Y
Month FE Y Y Y Y
Quadratic Time Y Y Y Y
N 155, 744 155, 744 155, 744 155, 744
GMM objective 24580.569 24580.569 24580.569 24580.569

Notes: Column (1) and (2) report the estimation results for demand coefficients on the utility
of Airbnb accommodation. Column (3) and (4) further transform them into monetary value by
dividing all by the corresponding price coefficient. Standard errors are clustered at the PUMA
level. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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Table 4.
Percentage Change of Counterfactual Market Outcomes Relative to the Status Quo

Change in Supply (%) Change in Price (%)

Average Entire Place Shared Place Average Entire Place Shared Place

No Altruism −1.77 −18.43 19.52 4.81 3.22 9.06
No Airbnb −100.00 −100.00 −100.00 Not Applicable
No Free Riding 10.02 3.58 28.38 4.14 3.69 5.39

Altruistic Host −0.60 −26.17 20.23 −7.80 −7.22 −9.30
Non-Altruistic Host 11.93 6.61 32.27 6.29 5.11 9.47

Notes: This table displays the percentage change of market outcomes (Airbnb supply and price) on average, of entire
places, and of shared places, under the three counterfactual scenarios relative to the status quo.
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Table 5.
Welfare Consequences of Airbnb ($ per household per day)

(1) (2)
Actual World No Free-Riding

Panel A: Welfare Losses of Displacement

Displacement Loss −231.99 −231.99
[−1287.93, −6.01] [−1287.93, −6.01]

Panel B: Disaster Mitigation Effect

Overall Evacuee Gains 120.24 122.91
[2.72, 788.42] [2.72, 789.76]

From Altruistic Sharing 29.57 31.06
[1.08, 76.84] [1.99, 76.84]

Panel C: Spillover of Altruism

Regular Traveler Gains 23.14 0
[−16.71, 76.12] [0, 0]

Average Host Loss from Generosity −23.96 −2.92
[−109.15, 48.88] [−49.76, 0.00]

Altruistic Host −27.67 −24.99
[−110.12, 44.01] [−80.05, 74.29]

Non-Altruistic Host −23.41 0
[−106.38, 47.33] [0, 0]

Panel D: Overall Gains from Airbnb

Evacuee 120.24 122.91
[2.72, 788.42] [2.72, 789.76]

Regular Traveler 146.17 128.05
[2.72, 1068.04] [0.65, 665.15]

Resident Host 62.76 67.22
[1.70, 261.45] [1.93, 268.59]

Notes: This table displays the welfare consequences ($ per household per day) for all agents (evacuees,
regular travelers, and hosts) under the status quo and the no-free-riding scenario. The coefficients
displayed are the average value, with the 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
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Appendix

A Mixed Poisson Model Estimation and Fit

The BLUP log-likelihood function is l = l1 + l2,

l1 =
∑

t

[
−(λ1

t + λ2
t ) + Mt log(λ1

t + λ2
t ) − log(Mt! )

]
l2 = −1

2

[
T log(2πσ2

1) +
∑

t u1
t

′u1
t

σ2
1

+ T log(2πσ2
2) +

∑
t u2

t
′u2

t

σ2
2

]

where σ1 and σ2 are the standard errors of random terms for travelers and evacuees respectively.

The EM algorithm is based on maximizing the expectation of the log-likelihood conditionally on

a parameter vector, and updating the parameter space iteratively, so a Newton–Raphson approach

is considered. The EM algorithm consists of an expectation step (E-step) and a maximization

step (M-step). The E-step involves evaluating the expected complete log-likelihood, that is equiv-

alent to compute the conditional probability given the current parameter vector. In the M-step,

given a model parameterization and conditional probability, the expected complete log-likelihood

is maximized with respect to the parameter space.

In this context, log-likelihood function l is parameterized by Φ = (γ1, γ2, σ2
1, σ2

2). Given an

initialization of Φ(r) = Φ0 at iteration r, the iterative equation is

Φ(r+1) = Φ(r) + H−1(Φ(r)) · ∇(Φ(r))

where ∇(·) and H(·) respectively denote the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of the log-likelihood

function l with respect to Φ. The EM iterations are repeated until convergence. In practice, the

iteration is considered as converged if the increase of the log-likelihood between two successive

iterations is less than a small tolerance level.

Figure C1 plots the model fit relative to the data. I find the model predictions can fairly match

with the observed aggregate customer arrival in the research period, and can reflect the seasonality

and the trend of demand variations over time.
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B Counterfactual Analysis and Welfare Calculation

B.1 No Altruism

Under this scenario, I recompute the rental price p̂jnt and supply decision ĵjnt for all residents and

all evacuation days when βS
i (j · I{Et=1}) = 0, by maximizing the expected utility of home-sharing:

max
j,pjnt

ûS
jnt(pjnt) = uS

jnt(pjnt) · E
(

Djnt

S(pjnt)

)
, s.t. Djnt = DT (pjnt) + DE(pjnt)

where DT (pjnt) and DE(pjnt) respectively denote the Airbnb demand of travelers and evacuees if

the prevailing market price is pjnt. Note that there could exist excessive supply, so instead of setting

the supply equals demand I compute the expected utility by multiplying the utility of home-sharing

with the occupancy rate, measured by the share of demand to supply.

As the counterfactual price would increase if there were no altruism, both altruistic and non-

altruistic hosts lose from altruistic sharing due to price suppression. I define the loss of generosity

as the welfare difference between the status quo and the No Altruism world. With logit errors, the

compensating variation for host i is

CVS
int = 1

αS
i

[
ln(1 + uS

intj(pjnt)) − ln(1 + ûS
intj(p̂jnt))

]

where αS
i is the price coefficient of the utility estimate in the supply model.

It is apparent that evacuees can gain from altruistic sharing. As hosts cannot differentiate by

customer types, regular travelers are also able to enjoy the discounted price offered by altruistic

hosts. Such free-riding creates a welfare gains for travelers as well, following

CVD
int = 1

αD
i

ln
∑

j,n∈Snj

exp(uD
ntj(pijnt)) − ln

∑
j,n∈Ŝnj

exp(uD
injt(p̂injt))


where αD

i is the price coefficient of the utility estimate in the demand model.
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B.2 No Airbnb

With logit errors, the welfare gain from Airbnb hosting for resident i simply follows:

CVS
int = 1

αS
i

ln(1 + uS
intj(pjnt))

where αS
i is the price coefficient of the utility estimate in the supply model.

If the option to reside on Airbnb were no longer available, travelers could only choose between

hotels and the outside choice of not traveling. Because a typical hotel room offers a private space

with one bedroom, I assume the utility of hotel staying is the same as the Airbnb staying of a

compact room in the same location at the hotel price, uD
int(Hotel) = uD

int(j = Compact, pHotel
nt ).

Similarly, evacuees could only choose between hotels and public shelters (outside option). Therefore,

the welfare gains from Airbnb option for travelers and evacuees follow:

CVD
int = 1

αT
i

ln
∑

j,n∈Snj

exp(uD
intj(pjnt)) − ln

(
1 +

∑
n∈N

exp(uD
int(Hotel))

)
where αD

i is the price coefficient of the utility estimate in the demand model.

B.3 No Free-Riding

The separate pricing levels for evacuees and travelers follow

i ∈ Non-Alt: max
j,pjnt

ûS
NA,tntj(pjnt) =

∫
i
uS

intj(pjnt)dF (i ∈ Non-Alt) · E
(

DT
jnt(pjnt)

S(NA, pjnt)

)

i ∈ Alt: max
j,pjnt

ûS
A,tntj(pjnt) =

∫
i
uS

intj(pjnt)dF (i ∈ Alt) · E
(

DE
jnt(pjnt)

S(A, pjnt)

)

where F (·) denotes the demographic distribution a subset of hosts, S(NA, pjnt) and S(A, pjnt)

denote the home-sharing supply of altruistic hosts and non-altruistic hosts respectively. I define

a host as altruistic if she experiences additional utility gains for making home-sharing on disaster

moments, βS
i (j ·I{Et=1}) < 0. Moreover, for non-altruistic hosts, I assume βS

Non−Alt(j ·I{Et=1}) = 0.

As non-altruistic hosts serve the same set of customers with and without disaster, their pricing

problem should also keep consistent over time.
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As a direct result, regular travelers would not gain or loss from altruistic sharing, as they are

not allowed to enjoy the discounted price offered by generous families. Similarly, non-altruistic

hosts would not suffer from the loss of generosity, as their pricing decision is independent from the

generous hosts’. For altruistic hosts, their welfare loss from generosity is measured by the utility

difference between this world and the scenario without altruistic sharing:

CVS,Alt
int = 1

αS
i

[
ln(1 + uS

intj(pjnt)) − ln(1 + ûS
intj(p̂Alt,jnt))

]

It is worth-noting that the model tends to underestimate the true welfare loss from generosity

under perfect matching. Knowing that regular travelers are not able to free ride, altruistic hosts

might become more willing to perform generously by setting a even lower price or making even

more supplies to disaster refugees. Hosts who used to perform non-altruistically under the status

quo may want to switch to altruistic sharing as well. Therefore, the model estimates suggest a

lower bar for the true loss from generosity for both altruistic and non-altruistic families. Similarly,

evacuees would benefit from the altruistic sharing in presence of perfect matching, and the model

tends to underestimate their true gains.

B.4 Welfare Calculation of the Displacement Costs

The absolute value of the welfare loss from displacements for evacuee i follows

1
αE

i

ln
∑

j,n∈Snj

exp(uE
intj(pjnt)) + αE

i pjint − ln
(

1 +
∑
n∈N

exp(uE
int(Hoteln))

)
where uE

int() represents the utility for evacuee i on Airbnb choice j, pjint represents the price

charged by her actual choice ji, uE
int(Hoteln) represents the utility of hotel choice in neighborhood

n, and αE
i represents the price coefficients in the demand model for evacuee i.

C Supplementary Results
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Figure C1: Customer Arrival: Model Prediction and Data Fit

Notes: The line shows the number of aggregate number of Airbnb customers at the daily level. The blue
and red bars respectively show the model predictions for the arrival of regular travelers and evacuees.
In the bottom bar, red color suggests the days with evacuation order, and blue color suggests the days
without evacuation order. In the top bar, orange color suggests the days with smoke exposure, while blue
color suggests the days without.
Source: AirDNA and model estimates.
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Figure C2: Airbnb Listings in Los Angeles

Notes: The figure plots the location of each listing that has ever been active on Airbnb in Los Angeles,
during 2014/8-2016/10.
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Figure C3: Dynamic Patterns of Airbnb Market

Notes: The figure plots the dynamics of the daily average price (top), the daily number of openings
(middle), and the daily number of reservations (bottom) of all listings in the Los Angeles Airbnb market
over the research period. The type is reclassified as to combine "private room" and "single room" as a
single category "shared place".
Source: AirDNA.
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Figure C4: Variations across Airbnb Listings

Notes: The figure plots the distribution in the number of days of booking ahead of checking-in (top panel),
and of the daily price rate (bottom panel), of all listings in the Los Angeles Airbnb market.
Source: AirDNA.
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Figure C5: Wildfire and Induced Smoke

Notes: The graph shows all fires and their associated smoke plumes within 300km from Los Angeles in
the research period. Red polygons represent fire extent, brown polygons represent smoke plumes.
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Figure C6: Evacuation Warnings for the Soberanes Fire, 2016-07-31

Notes: This figure shows the evacuation warnings for the Soberanes fire (Monterey county) for the portions
of Cachagua & Tassajar, published by Cal Fire on July 31, 2016.
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Figure C7: Placebo Tests: Event Study Based on Public Holiday

Panel A: Extensive Margin of Supply - Log of the Number of Hosts

Panel B: Extensive Margin of Supply - Probability for Opening

Notes: Top panels show event study regression coefficient on the log of the number of hosts at the PUMA
level, controlling for PUMA fixed effects, year-month fixed effects, day-of-week fixed effects and holiday
fixed effects. Bottom panels run a event study logit regression on the opening dummy at the property
level, controlling for listing type fixed effects, zip code fixed effects, year-month fixed effects, day-of-week
fixed effects and holiday fixed effects, and the coefficients reported are the marginal effects at the mean
(MEM). Both panels use a 14-days window around the public holiday (day 0). Bars show 95% confidence
intervals constructed using standard errors clustered at the zip code level.
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Figure C8: Patterns of Airbnb Pricing

Panel A: Price Dynamics of 20 Randomly Drawn Listings

Panel B: Frequency of Price Adjustment

Notes: The top panel displays the price dynamics of 20 randomly drawn listings from the sample over the
research period. The bottom panel presents the distribution of the number of price adjustments within a
month for all listings.
Source: AirDNA.
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Figure C9: Average Daily Rate of Airbnb Listings on Evacuation Days

Notes: The average price of staying one night on Airbnb of days under evacuation, at the level of Public
Use Microdata Area. Samples are all properties that are made available for occupancy at a price below
$1000 per day.
Source: AirDNA.
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Figure C10: Evacuees’ Destination by Housing Type

Notes: The share of the number of housing units taken by evacuees relative to the number of evacuees, at the level of Public Use Microdata Area. The count of
evacuee arrivals is estimated from the mixture poisson regression model in section 4.1.
Source: model predictions.
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Figure C11: Percentage Change in Airbnb Supply without Altruistic Sharing

Notes: The percentage change in the number of Airbnb openings if the utility gains from altruistic
sharing are removed, at the level of Public Use Microdata Area. Samples are limited to the days with an
evacuation order in place.
Source: model estimate.
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Figure C12: Counterfactual Price and Supply by Housing Type

Panel A: Percentage Change in Counterfactual Price

Panel B: Percentage Change in Counterfactual Supply

Notes: The figures present the counterfactual change in market outcomes if the altruistic sharing is
removed. Panel A presents the percentage change in the price of entire sharing and partial sharing. Panel
B presents the percentage change in the Airbnb supply of entire sharing and partial sharing.
Source: model predictions. C16



Figure C13: Distribution of Displacement Loss

Notes: The figure displays the distribution of the displacement loss across evacuees, truncated at $1500
per day.
Source: model estimate.
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Figure C14: Welfare Gains of Evacuees from Altruistic Sharing

Notes: The figure presents the distribution of evacuees’ welfare gains from altruistic sharing. Top panel
displays the average distribution for all evacuees. The next three panels respective display the distribution
for evacuees who have chosen Upscale house, Midscale house, and shared house, respectively.
Source: model predictions.
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Figure C15: Welfare Gains of Travelers from Altruistic Sharing

Notes: The figure presents the distribution of travelers’ welfare gains from altruistic sharing. Top panel
displays the average distribution for all travelers. The next three panels respective display the distribution
for travelers who have chosen Upscale house, Midscale house, and shared house, respectively.
Source: model predictions.
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Table C1.
Summary Statistics for Airbnb Listings in Los Angeles, 2014/08-2016/09

All Entire Place Shared Place

N Mean SD P25 P50 P75 N Mean SD N Mean SD

Price ($) 75254 154.67 142.46 71.00 108.63 180.12 43228 210.80 160.92 32026 78.91 52.37
Opening Rate 77353 0.71 0.29 0.53 0.82 0.97 45032 0.68 0.31 32321 0.76 0.27
Occupancy Rate 75254 0.26 0.27 0.01 0.15 0.45 43228 0.29 0.28 32026 0.22 0.26
Days Booked Ahead 51542 29.52 26.06 11.5 23.69 40.18 31117 33.0 26.63 20425 24.2 24.21
Superhost=1 77353 0.34 0.47 0.00 0.00 1.00 45032 0.33 0.47 32321 0.35 0.48
Days in Operation 77353 345.10 259.28 122.0 243.00 609.00 45032 353.8 260.94 32321 333.0 256.46
Bedrooms 77353 1.39 1.02 1.00 1.00 2.00 45032 1.67 1.27 32321 1.00 0.01
Bathrooms 77353 1.41 0.88 1.00 1.00 2.00 45032 1.60 1.02 32321 1.15 0.52
Minimum Stay Days 77353 1.98 1.51 1.00 1.00 2.00 45032 2.27 1.63 32321 1.58 1.22
Overall Rating 43646 4.65 0.49 4.50 4.80 5.00 26490 4.65 0.46 17156 4.65 0.53
Security Deposit ($) 77353 244.96 592.55 0.00 95.00 250.00 45032 359.03 730.93 32321 86.03 229.27
Cleaning Fee ($) 77353 55.90 78.52 0.00 30.00 79.00 45032 81.51 90.20 32321 20.21 35.06

Notes: This table shows descriptive statistics for Airbnb listings in Los Angeles over the research period. For each listing, I
compute the mean, median, standard deviation, 25% quantile, median, 75% quantile of daily metrics for all Airbnb listings
and by listing type. The metrics are daily price rate. opening rate, occupancy rate, superhost dummy, the number of days
between booking and arrival, the number of days in operation, the number of bedrooms, the number of bathrooms, overall
rating score (over 5), security deposit, and cleaning fee.
Source: AirDNA.
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Table C2.
Summary Statistics for Evacuation Orders surrounding Los Angeles, 2014/08-2016/09

N Mean Median SD Min Max

Evacuation Issuance Date 16 2016-02-20 2016-06-19 223.76 2014-08-19 2016-09-18
Evacuation Days 16 7.25 4.00 7.39 2.00 29.00
Evacuation Zone Acres (1000) 16 4960.11 1092.13 7751.32 87.73 28794.47
Fire Acres (1000) 16 53.55 10.18 84.44 1.68 232.58
Population Ordered to Evacuate (1000) 16 12.20 2.32 26.06 0.01 98.43
Household Ordered to Evacuate (1000) 16 5.39 1.04 11.81 0.01 45.56
Housing Units in Evacuation Zone (1000) 16 7.85 1.75 16.09 0.01 59.51
Population Exposed to Fire 16 265.12 54.00 516.21 1.00 1969.00
Distance from Los Angeles (km) 16 133.26 103.09 97.00 4.02 297.60

Notes: This table shows descriptive statistics for wildfire evacuation of wildfire that have been sourced within 300km
from Los Angeles, over the research period. I merge evacuation events that happened on the same days or within 3
days. Eventually there are 16 evacuation events.
Source: USGS, HMS, and Cal Fire documents.
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Table C3.
Parameter Estimates for the Airbnb Supply

Utility Estimate from the Random Utility Model (Instrumented, F-Stat = 185)
Linear Coef. Interaction Coef.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
×Log(Income) ×College= 1 ×Having Child ×Tenant= 1

Price ($) 0.15∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00)
Entire Sharing −25.03∗∗∗ 0.36 1.64∗∗∗ −2.19∗∗∗ 2.06∗∗∗

(0.68) (1.01) (0.37) (0.35) (0.22)
Partial Sharing −9.24∗∗∗ 0.18 0.81 −1.59∗∗∗ 1.55∗∗∗

(0.54) (0.31) (0.71) (0.47) (0.45)
Entire × Evacuation −3.16∗∗∗ 1.61∗∗∗ 2.18∗∗∗ 1.81∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗

(0.39) (0.41) (0.30) (0.22) (0.23)
Partial × Evacuation −3.24∗∗∗ 1.27∗∗∗ 3.86∗∗∗ 0.63 0.74∗∗∗

(0.67) (0.11) (0.07) (0.55) (0.18)
Fire= 1 −0.58

(0.59)
Smoke= 1 0.21∗∗∗

(0.10)
Holiday= 1 −0.15∗∗∗

(0.07)

Neighborhood FEs Y Y Y Y Y
DOW FEs Y Y Y Y Y
Month FEs Y Y Y Y Y
Quadratic Time Y Y Y Y Y
N 132, 302 132, 302 132, 302 132, 302 132, 302
GMM Objective 12560.60 12560.60 12560.60 12560.60 12560.60

Notes: Estimation results for supply coefficients on the utility of home sharing. Column (1) reports the linear
coefficient, with column (2)-(5) reporting the interacted terms with the log of income, the indicator for college
degree, the indicator for having kids, the indicator for not holding homeownership, respectively. Standard errors
are clustered at the PUMA level. * p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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